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classified in learning speed, generalization capacity, fault
tolerance and accuracy in the learning. It is hard to project an
efficient Neural Network (NN), even there are some techniques
those come empirical knowledge, which is not always get right.
This happens due to inherent particularities to the physical
processes in which the networks are applied [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

Abstract—In this paper, a novel heuristic structure optimization
technique is proposed for Neural Network using Adaptive PSO &
GA on Boolean identities to improve the performance of
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The selection of the optimal
number of hidden layers and nodes has a significant impact on
the performance of a neural network, is decided in an adhoc
manner. The optimization of architecture and weights of neural
network is a complex task. In this regard the use of evolutionary
techniques based on Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization
(APSO) & Adaptive Genetic Algorithm (AGA) is used for
selecting an optimal number of hidden layers and nodes of the
neural controller, for better performance and low training errors
through Boolean identities. The hidden nodes are adapted
through the generation until they reach the optimal number. The
Boolean operators such as AND, OR, XOR have been used for
performance analysis of this technique.
Keywords—ANN, adaptive PSO, adaptive GA, structure
optimization, boolean identities

I.

In this paper evolutionary system, such as Adaptive Particle
Swarm Optimization (APSO) & Adaptive Genetic Algorithm
(AGA) is used for the training and the network for better
generalization performances and low training errors through
Boolean identities.
II.

EVOLUTIONARY SYSTEM

Evolutionary System is a research area of Computer
Science, which draws inspiration from the process of natural
evolution. Evolutionary computation, offers practical
advantages to the researcher facing difficult optimization
problems. These advantages are multifold, including the
simplicity of the approach, its robust response in changing
circumstance, its flexibility and many other facets. The
evolutionary approach can be applied to problems where
heuristic solutions are not available or generally lead to
unsatisfactory results. Thus evolutionary computing is needed
for Developing automated problem solvers, where the most
powerful natural problem solvers are human Brain and
evolutionary process. In this work evolutionary system such as
adaptive PSO & GA is used to design architecture of ANN and
is used for low training errors of ANN’s as well as to find the
appropriate network architecture [5, 6, 7].

INTRODUCTION

Increasing productivity, decreasing costs, and maintaining high
product quality at the same time are the main challenges of
industries today. The proper selection of machining parameters
is an important step towards meeting these goals and thus
gaining a competitive advantage. Several researchers have
attempted to design and meet these goals. Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) is the best option.
ANN is an information processing paradigm that is inspired
by the way biological neural network or nervous systems
process information, such as brain. The processing power of
ANN allows the network to learn and adapt. Time to time, the
application of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in industries
has been accepted very rapidly. In the growing interest of using
ANN is to assist building model structure with particular
characteristics such as the ability to learn or adapt, to organize
or to generalize data. Up-to-date designing optimal network
architecture is made by a human expert and requires a tedious
trial and error process. Especially automatic determination of
the optimal number of hidden layers and nodes in each hidden
layer is the most critical task [1, 2, 3].

A. Adaptive PSO
Dr. Russell C. Eberhart and Dr.James Kennedy first
introduced particle Swarm Optimization in 1995. As described
by Eberhart and Kennedy, the PSO algorithm is an adaptive
algorithm based on a social-psychological metaphor; a
population of individuals (referred to as particles) adapts by
returning stochastically toward previously successful regions.
In PSO algorithm, supposed in D dimensions search space, a
particle swarm have m particles. The position of swarm i is xi
= ( xi1, xi2, xi3, …, xiD ,) , i =1,2, ….,m . The best position of i
is individual historical best position Pi, and the best fitness is
individual historical best fitness of i. Vi is flight velocity of
the swarm i. The best position of the particle swarm is the
position of global best particle and the best fitness of the

Computational models using ANN are dependent on the
network structure (topology, connections, neurons number) and
their operational parameters (learning rate, momentum, etc). In
other words, the form in which the network architecture is
defined affects significantly its performance that can be
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If (best_ Error < Local _Error)
Then
Save population, No_of_ hidden layers & No_of_Nodes_
in_each_layer
Local _Error= best_ Error;
End if;
If (best_Error < Error_Goal or Iteration = = Max_Iteration)
Then
No_of_ nodes_ in (Output_ Layers -1) = No_of_ nodes_ in
(Output_ Layers -1)-1;
Break;
End if;
End While;
If (No_of_ nodes_ in (Output_ Layers -1) = = 1)
Then
No_of_ hidden_layers = No_of_ hidden_layers – 1;
No_of_ nodes_ in (Output_ Layers -1) = No_of_ nodes_ in
(Output_ Layers);
Discard Output_layer
End if;
End While;

swarm is the fitness of global best particle. In general, the
update formulas of particle i are as follows:
νn+1id = χ(ωνnid + c1r1(pnid – xnid) + c2r2(pngd – xnid))
xn+1id

n

=x

id

+

νn+1id

(1)
(2)

In the formulas: χ is contracting factor, ω is inertia weight, c1
and c2 are acceleration factors; r1 and r2 are both random
numbers in [0, 1] [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] .
As evolution goes on, the swarm might undergo an
undesired process of diversity loss. Some particles become
inactively while lost both of the global and local search
capability in the next generations. For a particle, the lost of
global search capability means that it will be only flying
within a quite small space, which will be occurs when its
location and pbest is close to gbest (if the gbest has not
significant change) and its velocity is close to zero (for all
dimensions) according to the equation (1); the lost of local
search capability means that the possible flying cannot lead
perceptible effect on its fitness. From the theory of selforganization, if the system is going to be in equilibrium, the
evolution process will be stagnated. If gbest is located in a
local optimum, then the premature convergence occurring as
all the particles become inactively. To stimulate the swarm
with sustainable development, the inactive particle should be
replaced by a fresh one adaptively so as to keep the non-linear
relations of feedback in equation (1) efficiently by maintaining
the social diversity of swarm. This is known as adaptive
particle swarm optimization (APSO) [10, 11, 13, 19, 32, 40,
41, 45]. However, it is hard to identify the inactive particles,
since the local search capability of a particle is highly
dependent on the specific location in the complex fitness
landscape for different problems. Based on these facts, we
adopt the adaptive particle swarm optimization (APSO) to
obtain the optimal solution as follows:

B. Adaptive GA
Optimization is a general tool used in numerous problems
of management, engineering and sciences. The life has been
shaped by evolution during billions of years. Hence there
seems to be things shared or sharable between different
sciences that can be beneficial in many ways in the context of
optimization and search. In order to implement, analyze, and
utilize methods similar to evolution to solve optimization and
search problems that are or seem to be computationally hard
and/or complex i.e. have many parameters and/or are noncontinuous and/or discrete or combinatorial. This has led to
the study of genetic algorithms (GA). Genetic algorithms
(GA) first described by John Holland in 1960s and further
developed by Holland and his students and colleagues at the
University of Michigan in the 1960s and 1970s. GA used
Darwinian Evolution to extract nature optimization strategies
that uses them successfully and transforms them for
application in mathematical optimization theory to find the
global optimum in defined phase space. GA is used to find
approximate solutions to difficult problems through a set of
methods or techniques inheritance or crossover, mutation,
natural selection, and fitness function. Such methods are
principles of evolutionary biology applied to computer
science. GA is useful for, solving difficult problems and
modeling the natural system that inspired design [38, 61, 62,
63, 64, 66, 71, 74].
If the multimode functions wants to keep the global
search ability it must have balanced search ability. Crossover
probability pc and mutation probability pm are the main factors
in affecting balanced search ability (global search ability and
local search ability). While we strengthen one ability by
increasing or decreasing pc, pm, we may weaken other abilities.

APSO Algorithm:
Initialize Error_Goal, Max_Iteration, No_of_ hidden_ layers
and No_Nodes_ in_each_layer
Initialize Local_Error = 1
While (No_ of_ hidden _layers > = 0)
While (No_of_ nodes_ in (Output_ Layers-1)>1)
//Initialization Iteration=0;
Calculate the Dimension = No_of_ Weights + No_ of_ Biases;
//initialize velocity, Accelerating parameters, lower and upper
bound of Population_ values
Calculate the best_Error; //Population having the Minimum
Error
//Initialization Iteration=0;
While (best_Error >ErrGoal & Iteration<Max_Iteration)
Train neural network through PSO;
Iteration = Iteration + 1;
Calculate the best_Error;
End While;
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III.

Both pc and pm in the simple genetic algorithm (SGA) are
invariant, so for the complex optimal problem the GA's
efficiency is not high. In addition, immature convergence
maybe caused. Therefore, the goals with adaptive probabilities
of crossover and mutation are to maintain the genetic diversity
in the population and prevent the genetic algorithms to
converge prematurely to local minima. The basic idea behind
adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) is to adjust pc and pm
according to the individual fitness. This algorithm can better
solve the problem of adjusting pc and pm dynamically and also
fits to all kinds of optimal problem [11, 32, 40, 41, 47, 67, 68,
76, 77, 78]. Based on these facts, we adopt the adaptive
genetic algorithm to obtain the optimal solution as follows:

STRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION USING APSO & AGA

The performance of neural networks does not depend
only on the choice of the weights, but also strongly on the
structure, i.e., the number of neurons and the way the neurons
are connected. In particular, the task of fast learning or
learning with a small amount of data demands a suitable
architecture. Evolutionary structure optimization of the neural
networks has proven to be a very efficient approach in
choosing the structure as well as the weights. In principle, it is
possible to embed the structure optimization of the
approximate model into the design optimization algorithm. In
this work, we perform structure optimization of the neural
network in offline, i.e., before the neural networks are
employed as meta-models in the design optimization
algorithm. The data for this offline optimization stems from
previous design optimization runs. Only the weights will be
adapted in every single control cycle during the design
optimization. The standard optimization task is to structure a
NN such that it represents the input-output mapping induced
by a given set of data with a minimum error, including the
ability to generalize towards other data stemming from the
same process. As such kind of optimization tries to find
structure and weight configuration suitable for all available
data, the optimization would aim at an approximate model for
the whole fitness landscape of the design evolution. Typical
structure optimization techniques i.e. APSO & AGA with
using of Boolean operators like AND, OR and XOR is
employed in our investigations, for optimizing the architecture
and the weights of NN by means of minimum training error
and selection of the optimal number of hidden layers and
nodes [10, 11, 13, 14, 17, 19, 20, 26, 36, 37, 44, 51, 53, 58, 59,
60, 63, 64, 66, 68, 69, 70, 72, 73, 75, 79, 80].

AGA Algorithm:
Initialize Error_Goal, Max_Iteration, No_of_ hidden_ layers
and No_Nodes_ in_each_layer
Initialize Local_Error = 1
While (No_ of_ hidden _layers > = 0)
While (No_of_ nodes_ in (Output_ Layers-1)>1)
//Initialization Iteration=0;
Calculate the Dimension = No_of_ Weights + No_ of_ Biases;
//initialize mutation _rate, crossover _rate, lower and upper
bound of Population_ values
Calculate the best_Error; //Population having the Minimum
Error
//Initialization Iteration = 0;
While (best_Error >ErrGoal && Iteration < Max_Iteration)
Train neural network through GA using Crossover and
Mutation operation;
Iteration = Iteration +1;
Calculate the best_Error;
End While;
If (best_ Error < Local _Error)
Then
Save population, No_of_ hidden layers and No_Nodes_
in_each_layer
Local _Error = best_ Error;
End if;
If (best_Error < Error_Goal or Iteration = = Max_Iteration)
Then
No_of_ nodes_ in (Output_ Layers -1) = No_of_ nodes_ in
(Output_ Layers -1) -1;
Break;
End if;
End While;
If (No_of_ nodes_ in (Output_ Layers -1) = = 1)
Then
No_of_ hidden_layers = No_of_ hidden_layers – 1;
No_of_ nodes_ in (Output_ Layers -1) = No_of_ nodes_ in
(Output_ Layers);
Discard Output_layer
End if;
End While;

A. Experimental Setup for Adaptive PSO
To develop an accurate process model using ANN, the
training, and validation processes are among the important
steps. In the training process, a set of input-output patterns is
repeated to the ANN. From that, weights of all the
interconnections between neurons are adjusted until the
specified input yields the desired output. Through these
activities, the ANN learns the correct input-output response
behavior. The model training stage includes choosing a
criterion of fit (MSE) and an iterative search algorithm to find
the network parameters that minimizes the criterion. APSO is
used in an effort to formalize a systematic approach to training
ANN, and to insure creation of a valid model. They are used to
perform global search algorithms to update the weights and
biases of neural network. The control parameters used for
running APSO is shown in Table I given below:
TABLE I.

THE CONTROL PARAMETERS USED FOR RUNNING APSO
Parameters

Value

Number of Population

30
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Parameters

TABLE III.

Value

Number of Generation

1000

Weight in Network

[50,50]

Error Goal

0.001

Acceleration Constant[C1, C2]

[1.55: 2.55]

Random Numbers in Range

[0, 1]

Fitness

MSE

B. Experimental Setup for Adaptive GA
To develop an accurate process model using ANN, the
training, and validation processes are among the important
steps. In the training process, a set of input-output patterns is
repeated to the ANN. From that, weights of all the
interconnections between neurons are adjusted until the
specified input yields the desired output. Through these
activities, the ANN learns the correct input-output response
behavior. The model training stage includes choosing a
criterion of fit (MSE) and an iterative search algorithm to find
the network parameters that minimizes the criterion. AGA is
used in an effort to formalize a systematic approach to training
ANN, and to insure creation of a valid model. They are used to
perform global search algorithms to update the weights and
biases of neural network. The control parameters used for
running AGA is shown in Table II given below:
TABLE II.

IV.

RESULTANT VALUE OF APSO-NN USING ALL OPERATOR

Parameter

APSONN(AND)

APSONN(OR)

APSONN(XOR

Time(s) in Sec.

0.898121

0.2103675

0.681487

MSE

0.0015

0.0090

0.0055

Figure 1. Resultant Figure of APSO-NN (Using AND Operator)

THE CONTROL PARAMETERS USED FOR RUNNING AGA
Parameters

Value

Number of Population

30

Number of Generation

1000

Mutation Rate

0.09

Crossover Rate

0.08

Max Error

0.001

Random Numbers in Range

[0, 1]

Fitness

MSE
Figure 2. Resultant Figure of APSO-NN (Using OR Operator)

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & ANALYSIS USING APSO &
AGA

A. Structure Optimization Results of Adaptive PSO
The performance of the proposed models in tracking the
actual process data during the training and validation testing
stages of ANN by taking [2, 3, 1] for input layer, hidden layer
and output layer respectively for APSO-NN using AND
operator, [2, 4, 1] for input layer, hidden layer and output layer
respectively for APSO-NN using OR operator, [2, 4, 1] for
input layer, hidden layer and output layer respectively for
APSO-NN using XOR operator, which can be seen from
Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3 respectively. The final
convergence value of the proposed models by all operators
reached at 0.001, which can be seen from Figure 4.

Figure 3. Resultant Figure of APSO-NN (Using XOR Operator)
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Figure 5. Resultant Figure of AGA-NN (Using AND Operator)

Figure 4. Resultant Figure of APSO-NN (Using All Operator)
Figure 6. Resultant Figure of AGA-NN (Using OR Operator)

B. Structure Optimization Results of Adaptive GA
The performance of the proposed models in tracking the
actual process data during the training and validation testing
stages of ANN by taking [2, 3, 1] for input layer, hidden layer
and output layer respectively for AGA-NN using AND
operator, [2, 4, 1] for input layer, hidden layer and output layer
respectively for AGA-NN using OR operator, [2, 4, 1] for
input layer, hidden layer and output layer respectively for
AGA-NN using XOR operator, which can be seen from Figure
5, Figure 6, Figure 7 respectively. The final convergence value
of the proposed models by all operators reached at 0.001,
which can be seen from Figure 8.
TABLE IV.

RESULTANT VALUE OF AGA-NN USING ALL OPERATOR

Parameter

AGANN(AND)

AGANN(OR)

AGANN(XOR)

Time(s) in Sec.

18.2103675

17.898121

20.1861487

MSE
No of Epochs

-004

-004

Figure 7. Resultant Figure of AGA-NN (Using XOR Operator)

-004

9.9740e

9.7322e

9.8418e

423

424

405

Figure 8. Resultant Figure of AGA-NN (Using All Operator)

V.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

This work has proposed an enhancement to neural
network model. Aiming to improve the model robustness,
evolution in network connection weights using EAs was
explored. Based on the results obtained from the ‘APSO’ &
‘AGA’ structure optimization approaches suggest that the
approach for adaptive optimization of ANNs is more
successful in obtaining higher accuracy levels. In this study,
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[8]

the main conclusions of this paper are: adaptive PSO-NN &
adaptive GA-NN is an efficient and effective empirical
modeling tool for estimating the any process variable by using
other easily available process measurements and the use of
multilayer feed forward network with delay values in model
input variables are sufficient to give estimation to any
arbitrary accuracy. Also, this paper has taken advantage of
flexibility EAs techniques by applying it to the problem not
only to training neural networks but also optimize neural
network structure. In particular the optimization methods like
APSO & AGA is employed to provide a sense of the
directivities of optimization the weights and biases of neural
networks, and seek a good starting weight vector for
subsequent neural networks learning algorithm. The
preliminary results give a positive indication of the potential
offered by EAs; this ensures the ability to effectively train the
neural networks using the optimization techniques. In
addition, PSO & GA offered an increased level of adaptability
of neural networks and is more preferable as the optimal
solution searching to any model. Despite the encouraging
finding was obtained, there are still several further works to be
considered. These include: The inclusion of adaptive feature
using EAs to improve model robustness can be extended to
evolution of a network architecture, which is typically number
of hidden nodes as well as number of hidden layers; also the
evolution of network architecture requires new set of
connection weights.

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

In this research, evolution of only the number of hidden
layers and hidden nodes has been considered with regard to
the adaptive optimization of an ANN. But it is well known
that these are not the only parameters that can be optimized
in a given ANN. Therefore in the future, this research work
can include the adaptive optimization of other ANN
parameters like the learning rate, learning momentum and
activation functions, in order to realize the goal of achieving
a completely optimized ANN.

[19]

[20]

[21]
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